Soft Paste
Plexi/ Seche for Baubo buy – boy how the
head twinkles in the gewgaw’s eye - obsidian:
night-ish fluid of the earth’s sores,
apprehended brightly and sharply, still
against my thinking flesh - click, click, purchase
me, La Seche, it’s in my hand - an echo,
malleable, when groped in such a smart
and calculated style, that shapes - solid,
probing shapes - impress the watching object
with their wetness and their weight, and rise to
the surface of a flat-formed ambition
to engulf or stab.
Tell me when you’re close to spending,
Proserpine!
No wild usurpation for it, just the
subtle contraction of a number,
a probe twitching in this burning page,
to make you mine - oh I’m spending – spent!
against the glass, my arms are cheap, the
garden of Asphodel is one big boutique,
so chic, the word ‘cunt’ is just a chronic
kind of carving there, a fossil-word,
and here the surface of my dear old
object fades to black, and sometimes the point
of a tongue, dipped in wax, and finger-ends
that want for this and that, make slithy patterns –
regal trains of molluscs on the glass.

And how the plasma shivers!
Boy how the screen loves to be touched!
Digit, can you make the window sigh?
And when Ceres, trope of bounty, went in
search of her daughter, the lost object,
Proserpine, she rubbed the cinematic
earth and whispered: ‘are you alright down there
my darling?’
The earth was full of glowing atoms
that winked smugly at the goddess of
plenitude: La seche, your fruitfulness is
not a harvest of dripping fecundity
(ripe and blossoming) - the seeds you scatter
are as numbers, caught between mirrors,
flowering reflections, chaste apparitions, ghosts –
you are the mother of all repetitions!
So saying, Baubo lifted up her skirts
and revealed to the goddess her
crystalline obscenity, her vulva,
cool and credible as glass.
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